Monday

Draw and label 3 pictures that begin with the /y/ sound as in yellow.

Practice counting to 20 by 2s

Tuesday

Circle the pictures that begin with the same sound as “quack”.

Trace and read each sight word.

out  get  day  where
come  does  this  up  but
Wednesday

Name each coin.

Use pennies as counters to find the missing addend and complete the addition sentences.

4 + ___ = 10  
7 + ___ = 10  
2 + ___ = 10  

5 + ___ = 10  
9 + ___ = 10  
6 + ___ = 10

Thursday

Write the upper and lowercase letter for the beginning sound of each picture.

Practice counting from a given number.

Start at 75 and count to 87.  
Start at 56 and count to 69.  
Start at 83 and count to 99.